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Introduction
Many globular protein folds exhibit some form of rotational

symmetry – the most common example being the TIM barrel (having
8-fold rotational symmetry of a repeating beta-strand/turn/alpha-
helix/turn motif). This type of common symmetry in proteins was
apparent from the earliest days of X-ray structure studies, leading to
the hypothesis that gene duplication and fusion was the underlying
evolutionary mechanism. However, while such symmetry at the 3°-
structure level is apparent, any 1°-structure symmetry when
comparing repeating structural motifs is often largely absent. Such
sequence analyses, along with theoretical considerations of folding
frustration for exact repeating motifs, as well as natively-unstructured
properties for peptides having reduced sequence complexity (as occurs
with exact repeating motifs), resulted in a paradigm that proteins
designed with exact symmetry are unlikely to be efficiently folding.
Given that exact symmetry can substantially reduce the combinatorial
explosion problem inherent to protein design, turning such problems
from impossible to computationally tractable, the demonstration of
efficient folding for purely symmetric de novo designed proteins took
on considerable interest. The attached image is of the Symfoil-4T
protein – a purely-symmetric de novo designed protein based upon
the common beta-trefoil architecture and reported by Blaber and
coworkers. The Symfoil-4T protein is a hyperthermophile, two-state
efficiently folding protein, and its successful design opened the door to
symmetric protein design principles. Further successful symmetric
protein design by other investigators followed Symfoil-4T, including
the “Threefoil” protein designed by Meiering and coworkers, and the
“Pizza” protein designed by Tame and coworkers [1-3] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: X-ray crystallography structure of protein.
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